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A B S T R A C T 

Dielectrophoretic (DEP) levitation is an experimental method for studying the 

electrical properties of microscopic particles, e.g., intact individual biological cells. The 

electrode system of a conventional DEP levitator is composed of a cone and a plate 

electrode that are manufactured by traditional bulk machining techniques. An integrated 

micro-fabricated planar ring electrode system was proposed and implemented to achieve 

mass manufacturability and better controllability. 

In this thesis, the capability of interrogating individual bioparticles of the alternate 

planar ring DEP levitator was evaluated by acquiring experimentally, the DEP spectra of 

Canola protoplast in suspension. By comparing the characteristic profiles of both 

levitators with electrostatic field numerical simulation and actual levitation experiments, 

the planar levitator was assessed for the capability of synthesizing a DEP field produced 

by the cone plate levitator. Good agreements from both results suggest that the cone plate 

structure can be suitably acquired by a planar concentric ring plate structure. 
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The electrical and dielectric properties of biological cells and other bioparticles are of 

particular interest in areas such as physiology, biophysics and biomedical engineering. 

Precise measurements of electrical properties of biological cells and determination of 

cellular parameters can provide a diagnostic tool for detection of various effects (such as 

chemical agents, drugs, nuclear radiation, etc.) on cells and furthermore noninvasive 

means of discrimination between normal cells and "diseased cells" (such as cancer cells). 

In addition, the separation and isolation of cells from a heterogeneous sample are needed 

as preparation steps in many biomedical and biotechnology applications, such as medical 

diagnostic assays, and separation of viable cells from culture media. In these cases, 

usually a large number of particles need to be handled. Finding the optimal applied field 

parameters (such as field strength, field frequency, excitation source pulse shape and 

duration) is crucial for improving performance and efficiency of practical diagnostic or 

cell processing system. 

In this effort, a number of sophisticated analytical and preparative techniques have 

been developed for these purposes. Electrophoresis, a widely accepted technique for cell 

separation, based on the principle of charge movement in a DC electrical field, moves 

cells with different velocities depending on their surface charges. In contrast, 

dielectrophoresis (DEP), based on the principle of particle polarization in a nonuniform 

electrical field, does not require a net charge on the particle and is independent of field 

polarity. 

DEP has been primarily applied to biological particles as a method of polarization 

spectrum measurement, a technique of particle separation, a mean of electro-

manipulation. It has been used to detect the presence of cancer cells in blood [18]; 

separate nonviable cells from living cells in cell culture suspension [11]; separate cells of 

different types [18] and to convey particles. 
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Earlier DEP experiments and techniques usually were based on indirect measurement 

of the DEP force, conducted on a large quantity of cells. Therefore they are inevitably 

subject to errors and averaging effects. The DEP levitation provides an accurate way to 

acquire the unique frequency dependent polarization spectrum of individual particles. In 

other words, A DEP levitator can be used as a sensitive biosensor for dielectric 

"fingerprinting" biological particles through their polarization response. 

In the recent researches in biology and medicine, there is a trend to deal with even 

smaller sized bioparticles such as D N A and proteins [16,21,54,55,56]. This requires the 

development of small-dimensioned devices to be capable of handling particles of small 

size more accurately. Furthermore, DEP instruments with smaller dimension require less 

voltage to produce the same electric field, thus making it possible to develop portable 

DEP devices by using low power supplier. 

The electrode system of the conventional DEP levitator, composed of a cone and a 

plate, is fabricated using traditional bulk machining techniques. The traditional 

machining technique does not offer good repeatability and is thus not suitable for mass 

manufacturing. Neither is the bulk electrode accurate enough to be suited for high 

demand interrogation and control. Modern silicon IC technology provides techniques that 

are ideal for mass production and furthermore cost effective. The alternate planar ring 

array electrode system has the capability and flexibility of synthesizing DEP fields of 

different shapes by altering the biasing on each ring electrode. By replacing the cone-

plate structure with a micro-fabricated discrete planar ring-plate arrangement, a DEP field 

can be synthesized with appropriate biasing to simulate one produce by cone-plate 

levitator. 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to verify the measurement and operational 

characteristics of a new integrated planar structure. In this thesis, the capability of 

interrogating individual bioparticles of the alternate planar ring DEP levitator was 

evaluated by acquiring broadband DEP spectrum of Canola protoplast in 8% sorbitol. By 
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comparing the characteristic profiles of both levitators with electrostatic field numerical 

simulation and actual levitation experiments, the planar levitator was assessed for the 

capability of simulating a similarly focused and axis symmetrical electric field as 

produced by the cone plate levitator. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 provides a review of the fundamental aspects of the DEP theory. It 

furthermore examines a simple cell model and its associated DEP spectrum to illustrate 

the DEP phenomenon and its utility for separation of intact biological particles. 

Chapter 3 elucidates the principle of the planar electrode DEP levitator based on the 

electromagnetic field theory. Theoretical results using the electrostatic field simulator 

COULOMB® are given to show the equivalence between the conventional bulk cone-

plate levitator and the proposed planar levitator. In addition, details of the implementation 

of the planar ring electrodes and the levitator are also discussed. 

Chapter 4 reviews the technique for dual frequency feedback controlled levitation. 

The experiment setup and procedure are introduced first, followed by the data analysis 

for extracting of corrected DEP spectra and cell parameters. This chapter also 

summarizes the operation of the feedback control software used in this study. 

Chapter 5 presents the experimental data and a conclusion section. It compares the 

cone-plate and planar ring-plate levitators by evaluating the DEP spectra and 

characteristic profiles using the two levitators. It concludes with suggestion for the future 

work based on the experience gained from this investigation. 
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CHAPTER TWO DIELECTROPHORESIS (DEP) 

2.1 DEP Fundamental Theory 

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) refers to the motion of polarizable matter in a non-uniform 

electric field. Dielectrophoresis was first introduced by Pohl in 1950's. His book 

Dielectrophoresis [43] began a series of intensive studies on DEP. 

The frequency dependent DEP spectrum is determined by the relative polarizability 

of the particle with respect to its surrounding medium. It offers valuable insight into the 

electrical and dielectric makeup of the material and provides the basis for application in 

particle separation. 

2.1.1 Dielectrics and Polarization 

For nonmagnetic media, the interaction with an electric field can be categorized in 

either of two ways: conduction or polarization. Charges which are free to move through 

the sample show up as a conduction term. If their motion is blocked, their response 

appears as a polarization. In the simplest model, the dielectric particle under study is 

assumed to be non-conductive and polarizable, i.e. has zero conductivity and finite non

zero dielectric constant. In reality, however, real dielectrics may be both conductive and 

polarizable. 

The quantities of polarization and conduction can be treated in the macroscopic view 

as in-phase and out-of-phase permittivities, and therefore can be lumped into a complex 

permittivity £ , 

e*=e'-je (2-1) 

where £ is called in-phase permittivity and e out-phase permittivity. Typically, the 

permittivity £ of a material is the in-phase permittivity £ . While the conductivity a is 

related to the out-phase permittivity £ . Or alternatively, as 

£*=£-jtj/6) (2-2) 
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This complex permittivity gives rise to the frequency-dependent characteristic DEP 

In the microscopic view, the dielectric response of a material to an electric field -

polarization usually involves the physical displacement of charges, whose kinetics 

determines the frequency dependence of the bulk properties. 

2.1.2 Dielectrophoresis 

Dielectrophoresis characterizes the behavior of polarizable particles in the presence of 

non-uniform electric fields. It is different from the motion caused by the response to free 

charge on a body in an electric field, uniform or non-uniform. 

Consider the motions of body A with free charges and neutral polarizable body B in 

non-uniform electric fields, as in Figure 2-1. The directions of the electric fields at the 

left and the right of the figure, shown by field lines, are opposite to each other. While the 

charged body A would move in opposite directions depending on the field, body B would 

be polarized in opposite ways. Since the field (represented by lines) at the top is stronger, 

there will be a net force pulling body B upward, where field is stronger regardless the 

field polarity. This demonstrates the fundamental difference between electrophoresis and 

dielectrophoresis. 

spectra o f dielectric particles in media . 

Figure 2-1 Dipole polarization in a non-uniform electric field 
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To derive the dielectrophoretic force, one may consider a small dielectric body of 

volume (v) and polar izabi l i ty (a) exposed to a z-axis electric field E{z) as shown in 

Figure 2-1. The net dipole moment induced in the dielectric body will then be 

p = ocvE (2-3) 

The dipole may be equivalently represented by two charges (±q), separated by a 

distance d such that 

p = qd (2-4) 

To assess the total force exerted on the body, the coulombic force exerted on each end 

of the equivalent dipole is considered. 

F+=qE(Z+) F_=-qE(z_) 

Fnet=F++F_=q(E(z+)-E{z_)) = qd(dE/dz)={Pzd/dz)E (2-5) 

Expanding the general dipolar expression in the Cartesian system, we obtain 

F = (pxd/dx+ pyd/dy + pzd/dz)E = (p»V)E (2-6) 

Upon simplification with vector operations [19], the DEP force can be simply 

expressed as: 

2 (2-7) 

The DEP force depends on the polarizability of the material (a), the volume (v) and 

the gradient of the square of the electric field. The dependence on the square of the 

electric field gives the DEP force independence of the instantaneous field polarity. In the 

presence of A C fields therefore, the force will be treated as a time-averaged quantity. 

The precise polarization of a practical particle depends on the complex permittivities 
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of both the particle and the surrounding media as well as the geometry of the particle. A 

homogeneous sphere of radius r and complex permittivity ep immersed in a media with 

complex permittivity e*m, while exposed to an electric field, will be polarized, with the 

Claussius-Mosotti polarization coefficient 

g, = £ : ~lm. (2-8) 

resulting in a net time averaged DEP force being exerted on the sphere 

FDEP=2nEmr3Rs[KlV7E2 (2-9) 

This formulation quantifies the dependence of FDEP on particle volume ( r 3 ) , 

polarizability (Re[/£,]) and the gradient of the electric field squared (WE2). The DEP 

force requires the applied electric field to be non-uniform. It is also distinguished by the 

fact that its direction is independent of the electric field's instantaneous polarity, thereby 

allowing variable frequency A C sources to be used. 
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2.2 Cell Model and DEP Spectrum 

A DEP spectrum of a particle in a surrounding medium plots the characteristic 

Claussius-Mosotti factor of the particle over frequencies. 

2.2.1 Homogeneous Lossy Sphere Model 

For a homogeneous lossy sphere of radius r, i.e. possessing both conductivity am and 

permittivity em, with an A C field applied, the time average DEP force is expressed as in 

equation (2-9). 

Substituting the complex permittivity into (2-8): 

£p =ep-japla> em'' =em- jo Jm 

Kx ^ - O - ^ - O ^ ( 2 . 1 0 ) 

£ P +2em (ep+2em)-j(ap+2am)/(o 

By representing K{ as a so-called Debye relaxation process [57], we obtain 

Jte[Kl] = K,+ K - ~ K ' (2-11) 
l + l/(ft)T) 

and 

Where Ks is the static R.e[£, ] (zero frequency) and K„ is the Re[K{ ] at infinite 

frequency. 

Ks =\imKx =(7<>~(7m (2-13) 
1 1 (7+2<7m 

p m 
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Km = )imKl= £ p *m (2-14) 
P m 

To see the effect of conductivity on the relative polarizability, DEP spectra of particle 

A (a conductive sphere) in water and particle B (an insulating sphere) in water are 

determined (see Figure 2-2). 

1.5 -i 1 

-1 -* 1 

Frequency(Hz) 

Figure 2-2 DEP spectra of homogeneous spheres in water 

Their parameters are: 

sm = S0s0 cjm=\Q^SIcm 

epA = 60e0 apA = 5000/iS / cm 

epB = 10000f0 apB=0.l{jS/ cm 

At low frequency, Re[AT, ] is determined by conductivity terms crp and crm, as in 

equations (2-13). While high frequency response depends only on permittivities, as in 

equation (2-14). Furthermore, since conductivities and permittivities are both positive in 

reality, one can conclude from definition that the validated value of Re[A^, ] lies between 
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-0.5 and 1. 

At some frequencies, particle A and B may assume Re[A'l ] of opposite signs. The 

sign reversal indicates that, all other things being equal, the direction of the DEP force 

acting on the particles would be reversed. Terms positive DEP and negative DEP are 

commonly used to describe the dielectrophoresis in those situations. Positive DEP results 

in objects of higher polarizability displacing media of lower polarizability from regions 

of greater electric field strength. Negative DEP tends to eject lower polarizability 

particles from high field regions. 

The frequency-dependent Claussius-Mosotti factor gives rise to a particle's 

characteristic DEP forces over frequencies whereby positive DEP can be observed at one 

frequency, while negative DEP is demonstrated by the same particle at another 

frequency. 

2.2.2 Single Shell Model 

EsheH Oshell 

Figure 2-3 Single shell sphere as a simplified model of biological cell 

Typical biological cells used in levitation have a complicated structure. Usually an 

insulating membrane outside surrounds the interior full of conductive cytoplasm. The 

membrane of a cell is composed of an extremely thin lipid bilayer, about 6nm thick, and 

with very low conductivity. While the cell interior, cytoplasm has much higher 

conductivity [26,41]. For instance, Canola protoplasts, which were used in our 
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experiments, usually have a membrane of conductivity of lOjuS/cm and an interior of 

conductivity 500 times higher. The complex structure of a biological cell can be 

approximated by a single shell model (Figure 2-3). 

If the effective complex permittivity of this single shell sphere observed from outside 

can be determined, one can obtain its DEP spectrum in the same way as that for the 

homogeneous sphere. 

A simple yet convenient way to determine the effective permittivity is shown in 

Figure 2-4. 

Figure 2-4 Determining the effective permittivity of a single shell sphere 

At the left, is a shell sphere suspended in medium with a complex permittivity exactly 

the same as that of the shell. At the right, is a hypothetical homogenous sphere with a 

complex permittivity of e , which is the equivalent permittivity of the shell sphere. The 

two particles are equivalent and subject to a same dipole moment and a same DEP force 

under a same DEP electric field. Use equation (2-3), we have 

R3KX {ep\esJ) = (R + d)3 Kx (ep\eshJ) (2-15) 

equivalently, 
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where 

n3 

P= , 3 (2-17) 

Thus the equivalent permittivity of the shell sphere is 

a 3 ) 

Where 

K^;,eshe;)=£: £ s h e \ (2-19) 
£ p + Shell 

and 

a = (R + d)/R (2-20) 

The effective for the shell sphere in medium is: 

Equation (2-18) is rigorous for a single composite particle located in an otherwise 

uniform space. It does not strictly apply when other particles are nearby, i.e. in a high 

concentration suspension [11]. 

For a biological cell, d is usually 6nm, and for Canola protoplasts used in our 

experiments, R is of the order of 10 \im. 

Since d/R«\, 

a3 ~\ + 3d/R = l + 3eShell/(CSheUR) (2-21) 
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If the shell is an idea insulator, e.g.,<JSheU =0, the effective permittivity of the shell 

sphere is approximated by 

jan+\ 
£ P - C s k e i i R - 7 (2-22) 

Rewriting e* as 

£ m = C S h e l l R \ n (2-23) 

where 

TP = £ P / < 7 P TsH,P = £*euM(d<Jp) = CSMlR/<TP 

* m = £ m I<ym V * = £skeiiR
 /(dam) = CShellR I am 

The effective AT, is thus: 

A iv f c p 'fcm / — ~Z 7~, ~ s '.—', (2-24) 
2 - CO ( T P T S H M + 2 T M T 5 H P ) + jO)(TSHM + 2Tm + I T % H P ) 

It is easy to show that 

l i m ^ i ( e / > O = -0-5 (2-25) 
<u->0 

l i m ' i ( « / . 0 = ^ i ^ - (2-26) 

As in our case, since only an aqueous solution, 8% sorbitol solution is used in 

experiments, em is a constant, with a relative permittivity of 80. Typical parameters for 

plant protoplast used in experiments are: 
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em = SOe0. sp = 60s0. £ s h e l l = 2.5s0. 

cr„, = lOpS/cm; ap = 5000/zS7cw; 

Let C j A e / / = 0 . 5 / z F W , thus = ^ e / / / C ^ „ = 4.42//m 

The theoretical DEP spectrum of a single cell model using the above parameters is 

shown in Figure 2-5. 

From the plot, we see two polarization dispersions over two frequency ranges. At the 

frequency range lower than the first dispersion, the electrical field cannot penetrate the 

cell membrane due to its low conductivity and low permittivity. The cell effectively 

behaves as a perfect insulating sphere. The resultant DEP spectrum over this range is thus 

similar to the DEP spectrum of the particle B in Figure 2-2. When consider the higher 

frequency covering the second dispersion at higher frequency, the cell membrane appears 

transparent to the external field. Hence, the field effectively sees a homogeneous 

conductive sphere immersed in water. Therefore, the resultant DEP spectrum part appears 

similar to the homogeneous sphere A in Figure 2-2. 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 2-5 DEP spectrum of a lossy shell model 
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For parameter values typical of protoplasts, the model cell exhibits negative DEP at 

frequencies lower than the first dispersion and higher than the second dispersion. Within 

the intermediate flat-band frequency range where positive DEP reigns, [31]: 

Re[^,(/)] * r * " ~ ( r » ~ r * - " ) « i (2-27) 

The effective permittivity and conductivity of the shell model with above cell 

parameters is shown in Figure 2-6. 

1E+0 1E+2 1E+4 1E+6 1E+8 1E+10 1E+12 1E+14 

Frequency(Hz) 

Figure 2-6 Effective permittivity of the single shell sphere 

At high frequency, the sphere has same permittivity and conductivity as its interior 

material. At low frequency, the conductivity is almost zero and the permittivity has a gain 

of R/d over the permittivity of the shell. 

The above model is based on the assumptions R » d and cr^, « 0. The DEP spectra 

of Canola protoplast acquired from actual experiments (see Chapter 6) show that this 

single shell model is a good approximation of the actual biological cell. The full 
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equations (not shown here), which are frequently called the Pauly-Schwan equations 

[17], are useful for analyzing data from small cells and vesicles or when the conductivity 

of the medium is very low. 

2.2.3 Critical frequency /„ and membrane capacitance CshM 

Reversing the procedure used to obtain the theoretical DEP spectrum, the cell 

parameters can be obtained from experimental DEP spectra [57]. 

One important membrane parameter is membrane capacitance C shell 

Cshell ~£shell l d (2-28) 

Define the cross-zero frequency at the first dispersion as f0. Let Re[Ke] = 0 at / „ . 

For a typical cell, the following approximation can be made: 

d/R«\; thus a 3 = l + 3(d/R) 

O shell =0 

We can approximately determine [57] that 

fo= r-a" (2-29) 
V 2 ^ C ^ 

Thus C5hell=am/(j2nRf0) (2-30) 

By measuring crm, R and determining /Ofrom the measured DEP spectra, the cell 

parameter Cshell is determined. 

2.2.4 Multi-shelled spherical Model 

The above single shell model for a biological cell can be extended to more 

complicated systems that exhibit multiple dispersion. Multi-shelled spheres are used to 
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model cells with intracellular organelle, e.g. bacterial spores [9][10]. Each interface 

introduces an additional dispersion. For those more complicated systems, the algebra 

becomes very complex. (Sheng and Kaler [49] have compared the predictions from 

different models.) 
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CHAPTER THREE PLANAR DEP LEVITATOR 

3.1 Principle of planar electrodes 

The traditional approach used to manufacture the conventional cone-plate DEP 

levitator electrode has been to machine a metal conductor into a rounded cone shape, to 

approximating one of the equipotential surfaces formed by a semi-infinite line charge 

over a ground plane (See Figure 3-1). Experimentation using a solid DEP levitator has 

been used successfully to demonstrate feedback-controlled levitation and to extract 

electrical parameters from levitated particles such as plant protoplast [28] [57], yeast 

cells. 

£ ^ / > 
_ i 
/ / / / / / / 

(a) 

Figure 3-1 (a) Line charge over ground (b) Cone plate levitator 

Our objective is to devise an alternative and more readily manufacturable means for 

generating the fields required for positive DEP levitation. 

Consider a conventional cone plate levitator, if a virtual plane is inserted between the 

cone and plate electrodes, the equipotential surfaces will intersect the plane to form a set 

of concentric equipotential rings. Conversely for a plane with a set of concentric ring 

electrodes on it, the conic shaped focused electric field may be approximately 

synthesized by biasing these rings with the voltages corresponding to the equipotential 

surfaces intersecting these rings (see Figure 3-2). 
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Figure 3-2 (a) Cone-plate structure and (b) Ring-plate structure 

The theoretical basis for this replacement is that an unknown electric field in the bulk 

medium is determined only by its boundary conditions, providing there is no charge 

within this field. 

Though derived from the conventional bulk structure, planar electrode structure 

provides an additional advantage. Obviously, the electric field produced by the planar 

DEP device is dependent simply on the voltage profile of the planar electrodes. Thus, the 

non-uniform field can be flexibly tailored by adjusting the biasing configuration. 

A cone-plate levitator with different cone shape or electrode spacing could be easily 

simulated with the modification of the biasing voltage set to V 0 , V, , V2, ... (See Figure 

3-2). Moreover, the simulated electrode geometry is not limited to simple cone-plate 

structures. For instance, Lee Hartley has used planar structure for simulating an isomotive 

DEP electrode system [19]. Also, the structure could be dynamically changed with the 

ongoing experiments with the voltage profile programmed on line. 

In Figure 3-2, the voltage on the virtual plane is continuous. These two structures 

would be fully equivalent only if the voltage profile provided by the planar electrodes is 

continuous as well. That would mean the number of ring electrodes would approach 
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infinity, and be impossible to manufacture in reality. To obtain the error, i.e. the 

difference that results from discretizing the electrode or electric field, the following 

procedures are adopted. 

The verification of the equivalence of the continuous cone-plate and discrete planar 

ring-plate electrodes proceeds as follows: 

1. The theoretical resulting field of the two structures were compared: 

a. The simulated cone-plate levitator was used to calculate the potential of the 

equipotential rings along the planar array. 

b. The equipotential ring information was used to simulate a discrete ring-

electrode model. 

c. Theoretical results from both systems were compared. 

2. Two actual electrode systems are manufactured from the simulation data, and the 

DEP levitation experimental results were compared. 
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3.2 Numerical Electric Field Simulation 

Electrostatic field simulation takes on the task of numerically solving Maxwell's 

equations for arbitrary geometric problems. Electromagnetic simulators have gained 

acceptance for their ability to solve problems too complex for analytical representation. 

Several different numerical methods (Finite Difference Method, Finite Element Method, 

Boundary Element Method) form the computational engines of various commercial 

solvers. Integrated Engineering Software's 3-D electrostatic design package 

COULOMB® uses a Boundary Element Method [2,23,58,60] for field simulation. 

For a point charge source in free space, given the location of the zero potential 

reference and the location of the observation point, the potential at an arbitrary point in 

the space can be determined, providing the medium is linear and isotropic. If more than 

one point charge source exists, the potential at any point in the space can be obtained by 

superposition. In other words, given the source configuration, the potential at an arbitrary 

position in the region can be determined. 

It is possible to have two or more source configurations with different spatial 

distributions that produce a same electrical field within a finite volume. As long as the 

materials are homogenous, one can assume that the field within the volume is solely 

induced by the equivalent charges distributed on the boundaries and material interfaces. 

Coulomb seeks an equivalent surface/layer source, i.e., determines the charge density on 

the boundaries, that will satisfy these boundary conditions. Once the equivalent source is 

known, any field value or parameter can be calculated. 

For its accuracy and fast response [60], COULOMB® was used to model and 

characterize the two structures of the DEP levitators, providing potential and electric field 

value at any location throughout the model domain. 

3.2.1 Method 

From the procedures described above, the following steps were followed: 

1. To construct a cone-plate levitator model and obtain the electric field profile 
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between cone and ground plate electrodes. 

2. To obtain the voltage profile at a reference position from the field result acquired 

above. Discretize the voltage on the reference plane for modeling planar ring 

levitator. 

3. To construct a planar ring levitator model with the voltage biasing obtained from 

step 2 and obtain the electric field between ring plane and ground plate electrodes. 

4. To numerically calculate the DEP forces exerted on the same dielectric particle 

under fields produced by the two structures. 

3.2.2 Cone-plane levitator model 

Figure 3-3 shows the physical attributes of the 3D model used for the cone-plate 

levitator. The model of the cone-plate levitator was constructed from a working levitator 

in our lab. The distance between the cone tip to the bottom ground plate is 470p.m. 

J I E 5 COULOMB |c) 

|ili|[~iF^ 

|Vo«age-0.1000000D*01V 
I Computing... 
• Computing . 

Figure 3-3 Cone plate levitator model 
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Since the field we are interested in is only between the cone electrode and the ground 

plate, only boundary conditions enclosing this volume were necessary. The boundary 

conditions beyond that volume were considered irrelevant to our problem and therefore 

ignored. The cone and the plate electrodes were modeled as surface conductors. 

To determine the overall DEP force acting on a spherical particle using a levitator, the 

particle in the field was modeled with a homogenous dielectric sphere. The electrical 

properties of the sphere were defined comparable to the overall effective electrical 

properties of biological cells modeled in Chapter Two at frequencies where Re[/£, ] are 

close to 1. 

For the simulation, one of the most important factors that affect the accuracy of 

calculation is boundary element discretization, i.e., how to define the boundary elements 

and how many elements are necessary on each surface. In our case, boundary elements 

must be defined on the cone surface, the plate surface and the particle surface (See Figure 

Figure 3-4 Cone-plate levitator model with uniform elements discretization 

After comparing the results from different elements distributions, a large number of 

3-4). 
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boundary elements on the cone electrode surface is necessary for the accuracy in the 

simulation solution. The elements on the cone electrode were first spread uniformly on 

the surface. Figure 3-5 shows the relationship between the force exerted on the dielectric 

sphere and the number of boundary elements assigned to the cone surface. 

0.3 t 1 

0.25 -r 

0E+0 1E+3 2E+3 3E+3 4E+3 5E+3 6E+3 7E+3 8E+3 9E+3 1E+4 
Total Element Number on Cone Surface 

Figure 3-5 Cone electrode elements dependency 

Convergence is slow, even when the total element number approaches 10 4. However, 

the element density need not be uniform over the entire surface of the cone. The most 

important elements are those at the tip of the cone electrode. So the idea is to further 

divide the cone electrode surface into two separate surfaces, a tip and a butt part. The butt 

part has a lower element density compared to the tip part (see Figure 3-6). 

By increasing the element number on the tip part while the elements on the butt part 

were held constant, the solution converges in this case much more rapidly (Figure 3-7). 

The discretization and assignment of boundary elements on plate has a comparatively 

small effect on the accuracy of the solution (see Figure 3-8). 



Figure 3-6 Cone-plate levitator model with nonuniform elements assignment 
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Figure 3-7 Cone tip boundary elements number dependency 
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Figure 3-8 Plate electrode boundary elements number dependency 

3.2.3 Planar ring-plate levitator model 

The voltage applied between two electrodes of the cone-plate levitator was IV. The 

reference plane was set at 400jum above the ground plate, thus the distance between top 

ring electrode plane and the ground plane in the ring-plate model is 400/zm (Figure 3-9). 

The voltage profile on the plane is shown in Figure 3-10. The width and spacing of the 

rings were both chosen to be Afxm. Each data point on the curves in Figure 3-10 

represents the desired biasing voltage on a ring electrode. 

In the prototype design, seven of the rings were biased externally, through pads on the 

die (Shown as nodes in Figure 3-10). The biasing of the rings between the two externally 

biased rings were determined only by the internal polysilicon resistors, which have a 

fixed value, thus fall linearly between those external voltages (also see 3.3.1 

Implementation of Planar Ring Electrodes). A linearly approximated biasing 

configuration was therefore simulated as the actual experimental condition, shown as 

"Linear biasing profile" in Figure 3-10. The discrepancy between the desired biasing and 

the actual "Linear biasing" besides the electrode discretization will certainly cause 



additional departure in the resultant electrical field value and the DEP forces profile from 

those of the cone-plate levitator. To separate the discrepency due to the linearity of the 

biasing voltage and the discretization of electrodes, biasing values derived directly from 

the potential on the reference plane in the cone-plate model was also used and shown as 

"Nonlinear biasing profile" in Figure 3-10 for comparison. 

Figure 3-9 Planar ring levitator model in Coulomb 

Due to the limitation of COLOUMB 5.1, the number of the conductors within a 

model cannot exceed 20. In other words, only 19 ring conductors were used for modeling 

the planar ring levitator (See Figure 3-9). The modeled planar ring levitator has biasing 

voltages on the 19 ring electrodes obtained from the first 19 data points of the biasing 

curves in Figure 3-10. 

The consequent forces exerted on a lum diameter dielectric sphere under two 

structures and two biasing configurations were compared. (Figure 3-12 & Figure 3-13). 
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Figure 3-10 Comparison of the radial voltage profiles for the ring plate levitator 
with linear and nonlinear biasing schemes (z=400p.m) 
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Figure 3-11 Comparison of the axial forces profile for various levitator models 
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Figure 3-12 Comparison of the relative axial force profiles for various levitator 

models 

0.12 i 
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Figure 3-13 Comparison of the radial force profiles for various levitator models 
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3.2.3 Conclusions From the Simulation 

From above observations, the following conclusions can be made: 

(1) The planar system gives rise to a focused electric field of similar spatial form to 

the conventional 3D cone-plate levitator (see Figure 3-11 to Figure 3-13). 

(2) From the observation of Figure 3-12, the discretization of electrode on the chosen 

reference plane with the chosen resolution has almost no effect on the induced 

electric field at the levitator geometric center, where levitation is performed. 

(3) The truncation of ring electrode array has negligible impact on the resulting axial 

DEP force profde, for a particle placed on the central axis of the geometry. This 

also suggests that only a small number of rings are necessary to effect planar DEP 

levitation. 

(4) Linear biasing has a more focused symmetric DEP field. This is reasonable since 

a sharper cone tip would induce a higher field gradient. The "rising tail" of the 

force profiles for planar structure in Figure 3-13 is an artifact due to the truncation 

of the electrodes array, which induces a much higher field gradient near the edge 

of ring array and thus results to a stronger DEP force. 

3.2.4 Size Effect 

From the definition of the DEP force 

FDEP=2nR*emRz[K^Ej (3-1) 

Ideally, at a same location under the same DEP field, the DEP force on particles of 

the same material, in a same medium are proportional to the volume of the particle. In 

other words, FDEPIR3 is constant for particles differing in sizes, under otherwise 

identical conditions. The DEP forces of the model were then multiplied by a factor l / / ? 3 

in all the simulation comparison. However, the DEP field is distorted when a particle is 

located close to the electrode. Thus, the DEP force would vary when particles of different 
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sizes are located near electrode. To investigate the effect of particle size, test particles of 

diameter lum and 40um were used for simulation (Figure 3-14). The result shows that 

the difference due to the difference of particle size is negligible within the spacing of the 

planar levitator electrodes, i.e., z < 400//m. 

450 400 350 300 250 200 
Z(um) 

Figure 3-14 Cone plate levitator DEP force profiles for different particles 
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3.3 Implementation of Planar Ring Structure 

The practical implementation of a planar ring levitator includes the fabrication of 

concentric planar ring array electrodes, and a chamber to mount the planar structure. 

3.3.1 Implementation of Planar Ring Electrodes 

Figure 3-15 Layout of the planar ring array electrodes 

The planar ring electrode array was implemented using Mitel 1.5 um CMOS process 

technology. The 1.5-micron CMOS technology available from Mitel Corporation through 
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C M C is a double polysilicon, double metal process, with 5 volts nominal operating 

voltage. The technology is versatile and supports both bulk micromachining for M E M S 

(microelectronic mechanical system) and fabrication of microelectronic devices on the 

same wafer. 

The mask layout of the prototype design is shown in Figure 3-15. The uppermost 

metal layer (metal 1) associated with the process is patterned to form the planar ring 

electrodes, while the next metal layer (metal2) is used for connections between bonding 

pads and some ring electrodes. Since there are 156 ring electrodes on a single chiplet, it is 

impractical to individually bias all the ring electrodes externally. Seven pads are 

connected to the nodes located at the center pad and ring number 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 

156 for external biasing. The biasing between any two adjacent rings is provided by on-

chip polysilicon resistors of a same value. Figure 3-16 shows a detailed plane view of 

ring electrodes located in the central region of the ring structure. 

Figure 3-16 Geometry of ring electrodes 
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3.3.2 Implementation of the Planar DEP Levitator Chamber 

A chiplet housing the ring electrodes was bonded to a PCB board for field excitation 

and biasing resistor connection (Figure 3-17). The PCB board assembly serves as the top 

portion of the planar levitator (Figure 3-18). 

•rl 

Figure 3-17 Silicon die with ring electrodes secured on printed circuit board 

Figure 3-18 Cross-section view of the planar ring levitator 

3.3.3 Emulating An Electric Field Produced by Cone Plate Levitator 

The planar ring structure together with external biasing resistors may be modeled as 
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shown in Figure 3-19. PI , P2, ... P7 indicate the pads connecting the external biasing 

resistors. /^,_ 2, /?,3_4, ••• i?,6_7 are the internal resistors formed by polysilicon layer 

located on the chip. Rej_2, Re6_7 are the external off-chip resistors. 

Rp1 

rAM-CH>AW 
1.6k 1.6k 

Re 1-2 

AW— 

P2IR2) P3(R3) P4IR4) P5(R5) P6(R6) R2 P7 

Ri1-2 Ri2-3 Ri3-4 Ri4-5 Ri5-6 Ri6-7 Rp7 

Re2-3 

AW— 

1.5k 

Re3-4 

AW— 

-AW-

1.5k 

Re4-5 

A W -

AW-

Re5-6 

AW— 

AW-ooA/W-B-! 
1.9k 1.6k 

Re6-7 

AW-B-

Re7-g 

Figure 3-19 Resistor modeling for planar ring structure 

The resistance of the on-chip polysilicon biasing resistors Rn-2~Ri6-i c a n D e 

calculated from the specification of the manufacturing technology used. Figure 3-20 

shows the structure of the polysilicon wire. 

1 
2un p o l y s i l i c o n 

J 

6un 

Figure 3-20 Contacts on two adjacent ring electrodes 

The contacts that connect the ring electrodes with the polysilicon layer were 6//m 

apart from edge to edge (Figure 3-20). Assuming the resistance between the metal ring 

and the polysilicon through contacts is negligible, the resistance between adjacent ring 
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electrodes is the resistance between contact A and contact B, which can be approximated 

to the resistance between the two ends of the polysilicon block 2/Mn wide and 6/Jm 

long. The sheet resistivity of the polysilicon layer from Mitel 1.5um technology is 20 

Ohms per square. Thus the estimated resistance between adjacent rings is around 60 

Ohms. 

Given the respective ring numbers between pads, Rn_2 ~ Rj6_7 can therefore be 

determined by simple multiplex. The calculation was verified by actual resistance 

measurement. Both the calculated values and the measured ones are listed in Table 3-1. 

The measured resistance between those adjacent pad pairs was found to be mostly 

between \AKQ. and 1.6KQ. This is in good agreement with the calculated value of 

1.6KQ between adjacent pads within pad 2 and pad 6. The only exception is that the 

measured Rn_2 and /?,6_7 are about \.6KQ larger than the calculated values due to some 

extra resistance associated with pad 1 and pad 7 (shown in Figure 3-19 as Rpl and Rp7). 

The additional resistance was taken into account while calculating the external biasing 

resistors required for a specific levitator profile. Figure 3-21 shows the actual resistor 

values used to bias one of the planar ring levitators, emulating a cone-plate potential 

distribution along the array. 

Pad Pair Ri (K£l) 

Calculated 

Ri (KCl) 

*Measured 

1-2 1.59 3.19 

2-3 1.5 1.53 

3-4 1.5 1.53 

4-5 1.5 1.52 

5-6 1.5 1.51 

6-7 1.86 3.50 

* Measured value is an average on 5 chips. 

Table 3-1 On-chip resistance from theoretical calculation and measurement 



Figure 3-21 Biasing configuration of a planar ring levitator chip 
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CHAPTER FOUR DUAL-FREQUENCY FEEDBACK CONTROLLED DEP 

LEVITATION 

A DEP levitator, in order to affect levitation, generates a DEP force on a particle to 

nullify the gravity. This positive DEP force, which impels the particle towards the cone 

tip where electrical field is stronger (Figure 4-1). For model protoplasts, the DEP force 

acting on the cell in non-conducting aqueous solution may be negative over a certain 

frequency range (See 2.2.2 Single Shell Model). A negative DEP force, acts in the same 

direction as a gravity force (Figure 4-1), hence it is impossible to levitate a cell 

experiencing negative DEP in this frequency range. Levitation, however, is achievable in 

this frequency range if additional signal at frequency where the corresponding DEP force 

is positive could be applied to balance the negative DEP force and force due to gravity. 

This technique, is called "dual-frequency feedback controlled DEP levitation", has been 

successfully implemented in previous studies using conventional cone-plate levitators 

[37] [57]. 

Cone 
Electrode 

•<7 

Cell 
V Electric 

Field Line 

FiJEP-
Ground Plate F g 

\ 7 

Figure 4-1 Cell levitation with a conventional DEP levitator 
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4.1 Scheme of Dual-frequency Feedback Controlled DEP Levitation 

For a sphere particle of radius R stably levitated in medium, the net force on it is zero. 

Fg-FDEP=0 (4-1) 

Fg is the gravity of the particle considering the buoyant force acting on the particle by its 

surrounding media. Thus 

Fg =±jcR\pp-pm)g (4-2) 

Where p is the mass density of the levitated particle, pm is the mass density of the 

medium. 

The general expression for a DEP force is 

FDEP = 2nR3em R e f c }7Ej (4-3) 

VEms

2 varies with the axial location and is dependent on the geometry of the DEP 

device used. Since the geometry of the DEP levitator is axis symmetric, and stable 

levitation of a cell occurs along the axis at the geometry center, the net DEP force on a 

?F 2 / 

cell is always along Z-axis in a stable levitation, V £ r m v

2 is thus reduced to m s / ^ z • 

dE 2 / 
""•y^ can be well approximated analytically from the electrostatic field solution 

for a cone plate electrode configuration, in which the cone shape approximates one of the 

equipotential surfaces formed by a semi-infinite line charge over a ground plane, as 

shown in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2 Typical cone-plate levitator system structure 

Define 6 as the cone angle, as the distance from the ground plane to the cone tip, h 

as the height the semi-infinite line charge above the ground plane. 

dEms/iz = ̂ f(zWj [57] (4-4) 

Where Vms is the r.m.s. voltage applied between cone electrode and ground plate 

electrode for levitation, in other words, levitation voltage. And 

f{z) 
16z 

fc3a-i2)sina[a+2Bta)/(i-zIBh)] 
(4-5) 

Where h -
cos(0/2) 

z = z/h, = Z m i n / / i = cos(0/2) 

dE Replace ¥Ems with r m s / ^ z

 m equation (4-3), we have 

FDEP=2nf{z)R'emMKx\/ms

1 (4-6) 

f(z) is a coefficient dependent on the geometry of the cone electrode and varying with the 

cell position on z-axis. 
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As mentioned previously, one purpose of the levitation experiment is to characterize 

the cell by extracting its parameters from the frequency dependent Re[AT,]. A l l the 

factors except for R e ^ , ] on the right side of equation (4-6) can be measured or 

determined. As long as we know FDEP, which is equal to the gravity of the cell, Re[Kx ] 

can be determined. 

The broad band DEP levitation is achieved by both single frequency levitation at 

positive DEP frequency range and dual frequency levitation at negative DEP frequency 

range. 

4.1.1 Single Frequency Levitation 

In equation (4-1), substitute FDEP with equation (4-6) 

Re[g,(/)]= ° • \ (4-7) 
«./<*) Vj(f) 

Where 

2(P„ -Pm) 
G= g (4-8) 

PP ~ Pm c a n D e determined from the Stokes drag equation 

F(t) = -6m}Rv(t) (4-9) 

Where F(t) is the friction force at moment t acting on a moving particle, r\ is the 

viscosity of the surrounding medium, R is the radius of the particle, and v(f) is the 

velocity of the particle at moment t. 

Let a cell fall freely in a medium. At start point: t = 0, v(0) = 0. 

The equation of the motion is determined by: 
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F +F(t) = ^-7rR\pp -pm)g-67rriRv(t) (4-10) 

The particle reaches its terminal velocity when the friction force is in balance with the 

cell gravity. 

i.e. Fg +F(r) = 0 (4-11) 

The terminal velocity v is given by 

2(p-pJgR2 

9/7 
(4-12) 

By monitoring the course of the particle to determine the terminal velocity, the density of 

the particle can be experimentally determined. Thus 

3 R 

4.1.2 Dual Frequency Levitation 

It can be proven that the time averaged DEP force exerted on a particle by the 

synthesized signal is approximately equal to the sum of the DEP forces by those two 

sinusoids separately if their frequencies are well separated [57]. 

< FDBF<Yfl,Vf2) >=< FDEP{Vfx) > + < FDEP(Vf2) > (4-14) 

Since the frequency used to generate the positive DEP control force is located at the high 

frequency end of the spectrum, define fH as the signal frequency used for the positive 

control force, and / as the varied frequency in dual frequency scheme. VHS is the 

required r.m.s. levitation voltage in the single frequency levitation at frequency fH . VHC 

is the r.m.s. voltage of the control signal of frequency fH , and VHC varies with / in the 

dual frequency levitation scheme. V / is a fixed r.m.s. voltage at frequency / during dual 
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frequency scheme. 

Obviously that 

< FDEP(VHS)>=< FDEP(VF,VHC(f)) >= FG (4-15) 

By using equation (4-6), (4-15) becomes 

R e [ ^ ( / w ) ] V w s

2 =Re[AT,(/)jV /

2 + Re[K](fHWHC(f)2 (4-16) 

Thus Re[jg1(/)] = R e [ ^ , ( / „ ) ] V g 5 " V f ( / ) (4-17) 

Or Re[g,(/)] = — g — * ̂  " 2

V h c

2

2 ( / ) (4-18) 
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4. 2 DEP Levitation System and Experiment 

4. 2.1 Levitation System Setup 

Figure 4-3 shows the block diagram of the dual frequency feedback controlled DEP 

levitation system and Figure 4-4 displays the real expriment setup at bioelectrics lab. 
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LEVITATOR 

Chamber 
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Signal 
generator #1 

(sweep fs) 
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generator #2 

(Fixed f0) 

Microscope 

Video Camera 

PID control 

I 
Matrox Frame 

Grabber 

PC Running 

LEV Software 

Figure 4-3 Block diagram of the experiment system 

The levitator chamber was mounted on the vertical microscope stage with electrodes 

connected to the output of the summing amplifier. The image of the individual cell was 

captured by a video camera through an optical microscope. The video signal is then 

output to the Matrox frame grabber installed on a PC for processing. With control 

software L E V , the current cell position was determined and the required voltage in the 

next cycle for levitating the cell at a certain position is calculated with a PID control 
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algorithm [57]. By recording the levitation voltages at different frequencies, the computer 

judges if the second signal generator should be turned on to initiate the dual frequency 

levitation. 

Figure 4-4 Levitation experiment system 

4. 2.2 Material 

The objective of our experiments is to investigate different DEP devices instead of 

the properties of some biological particle. Hence, Canola protoplast is used for our 

levitation experiments as in previous experiments for easy comparison. 

The protoplasts were extracted from Canola leaves that had been enzymatically 

treated to digest the glycan and pectin linkages in the cell wall. To minimize starch 

content, the Canola leaves were obtained from there week old plants kept in the dark for 

about 12 hours before harvesting. The leaves, sterilized before dissection, were immersed 

in a digestion mixture consisting of 0.4% cellulase Onozuka RS, 0.025% Pectolyase Y23 
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(Supplied by Kanematsu-Gosho, Tokyo, Japan), 8% sorbitol. The pH of the digestion 

mixture was adjusted to 5.8. The Canola leaves immersed in the digestion mixture were 

incubated for at least 5 hours at room temperature, or until sufficient protoplast density 

was attained. The protoplasts were then separated from the digestion mixture solution by 

centrifuging for more than 4 min at 40g. The supernatant was discarded and the 

protoplast pellet re-suspended in 8% sorbitol. The procedure was repeated three more 

times before the cells were finally diluted to acquire a low medium conductivity. 

Conductivity for pure 8% sorbitol is about 15uS/cm. For cell suspension, the conductivity 

could reach as low as 20uS/cm after thorough washes. 

The cell suspension was loaded into the levitator chamber. A 1MHz signal was 

applied first before the chamber was mounted. At this frequency, biological cells 

suspended in low conductivity media experience positive DEP, and are impelled towards 

and finally captured by the cone electrode (or the planar electrode in the case of planar 

levitator). As soon as the levitation experiment started, this signal was dropped to release 

the pre-captured cells from the top electrode for levitation experiment. 

4. 2.3 The Levitation Experiment 

(1) The cone plate levitator has the following structure and characteristic features: 

zmin = 470/zm , Cone angle 0 = 60° 

Thus h = min = 542.7//m, Z m i a =0.866 
cos(0/2) 

16z 
= 1.443x10'° ^ - ( m " 3 ) 

(1-z ) 3 

(4-19) 
^ 3 ( l - z 2 ) 3 l n 2 [ ( l + z m i n ) / ( l - z m i n ) ] 
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Figure 4-5 Geometry factor of the cone plate levitator 

To obtain the geometry factor of a levitator under investigation, a same cell was levitated 

at different locations along Z-axis under same conditions at 1MHz. 

f(z) 
l 

(4-20) 

To obtain the geometry factor of different levitators, cells with same cell density and cell 

size were levitated in same medium to ensure same G and Re[£, (1MHz)]. Thus 

comparing plots of * — v. z of different levitators is equivalent to the comparison of 

geometry factor / ( z ) . 

G 
(2) is a constant in a single levitation experiment acquiring a DEP spectrum. 

RelativeRef/sT,] vs./provides enough information on Ref/TJ spectrum contour. Also, 

as described in Chapter 2, the cross-zero frequency f0, where Re[/sT,(/0)] = 0, is 
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independent of . Therefore, determination of the absolute value of Re[j^,(/)] 
£mf(z) 

is not necessary for determining f0. 

(3) In our cases for dual frequency levitation, frequency fH is set at 1MHz. Vf is held 

constant at IV so that only VHC needs to be adjusted over the frequency. To satisfy 

equation (4-14), dual frequency excitation was carried out only within the lower 

frequency range (<200KHz). 

(4) In our levitation system, for a given frequency, levitating a cell stably for about 5 to 

10 seconds is considered adequate to ensure the equilibrium. 
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4.3 Levitation Control Software 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Passive DEP levitator that levitates particles utilizing positive DEP effect requires 

that a field intensity maximum exist at an isolated point in the space detached from the 

electrode surfaces. However, this field requirement cannot be achieved by the cone-plate 

DEP levitator, and hence the active feedback-control scheme is needed to keep the 

particle at a fixed position. A computer controlled active DEP levitation was first 

demonstrated by Jones and Kraybill [24] on metallic particles. Kaler and Pohl started 

applying the control scheme on biological cells when they implemented levitation of 

yeast cells and Canola protoplasts. 

The hardware of the feedback-control system consists of a computer, a GPIB 

interface card, a video camera and an imaging capture card. Software L E V is a Window 

application that implements the control algorithm and controls all the above hardware. 

4.3.2 Program Scheme 

The program loads the graphic user interface after initialization to accept user 

commands. The program will be directed to different subroutines according to the user 

command and the procedure of the levitation. There are four running modes: Capture, 

Levitation, Calibration, and Free_Fall. 

Capture mode is the default operation mode after system initialization. In capture 

mode, the program allows user to select the individual particle (in our case, plant 

protoplast) to be levitated. A capture box is drawn and placed at desired position. It 

accepts user input from L E V console to allow user to adjust the size and the position of 

the capture box so that it could entirely enclose the particle tightly. This module 

communicates directly with image processing modules to select and allocate a sub image 

for cell image matching during the levitation process. 

Calibration mode is used to calculate the image magnification of the system. By 
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capturing and displaying the image of a micrometer scale under the microscope, a user 

can acquire the actual distance that a pixel on screen is equivalent to. The data is then 

used in the following experiment for calculation of actual cell diameters and distance to 

top electrode plane. 

Levitation mode is the essential mode of the program, in which a cell is continuously 

levitated at different frequencies or positions. After a cell image has been successfully 

selected and allocated, the new position of the cell is detected at an interval of 100 

milliseconds. The new cell position is acquired by calling MIL (Matrox Image Library) 

pattern matching functions. To reduce the time for pattern matching and minimize the 

need for user intervention, the region to be searched is restricted to the vicinity of the 

capture box. Once the pattern is matched, the cell location difference is returned and 

passed to the PID control routines. If the error exceeds a certain error threshold, a new 

excitation amplitude is calculated using the PID control algorithm [57]. The program then 

communicates with the GPIB control interface to adjust the signal generator to new 

output voltage. The particle is considered in stable levitation if the position error is within 

a threshold for more than 5 seconds [57]. 

Two different types of plots, DEP levitation spectrum and levitation profile can be 

acquired automatically. By achieving new balances at different field frequencies, one can 

acquire a DEP spectrum from the levitation data. By achieving levitation at different 

position along central axis, one can acquire a DEP levitation profile for the levitator. 

Free_fall mode is a user-initiated mode for measuring the terminal velocity of a free 

fall cell in the suspension to determine the density difference between the particle and the 

medium (See 4.1). 

A levitation experiment starts in capture mode by default. The calibration mode can 

be initiated if the user changes the magnification of the microscope and a recalculation is 

required. After calibration is done, a cell to be levitated is moved to the desired position 

by manually adjusting the signal generator from L E V console. The program launches the 
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levitation mode after user clicks on "Levitate" command button. After a stabled levitation 

is achieved, click "Sweep" command button to start experiment for DEP spectrum or 

profile automatically. After finishing the whole levitation experiment, user may go to 

free_fall mode to determine the terminal velocity or go directly to data processing 

module for data recording and chart plotting. The data processing module writes 

experiment parameters, and levitation data into Excel workbook according to the 

experiment type, i.e. spectrum or profile, and at the same time returns back to the Capture 

mode to be ready for a new experiment. 

4.3.3 Program Architecture 

The L E V software has two components: executable file LEV2.exe and a dynamic link 

library LEV2.dll . 

LEV2.exe is the main program developed entirely using Microsoft Visual Basic 5. It 

includes the user interface and the subroutines that implement control algorithm and data 

processing. As a rapid development platform, Visual Basic was chosen for its ease of 

designing the GUI (Graphic User Interface) and to minimize the amount of work required 

to modify the user interface to introduce future enhancement. 

Program 
Main Program 
LEV2.EXE 
(Visual Basic Project) 

LEV2 Library 
LEV2.dll 
(Visual C/C++ Project) 

Interface 

Figure 4-6 LEV Architecture 

The user interface was created as two separate windows, the L E V console and the 

MIL display. A screen capture of the L E V interface is shown in Figure 4-7. The L E V 

console, at the left, has controls for user operation of the signal generators, for adjustment 
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of capture frame size and position, and for controlling levitation process. It also displays 

the levitation parameters on top of the display screen. 

The LEV2.dll gathers functions and procedures that deal with image processing and 

manipulating. It was developed using C language to maximize the performance. Initially, 

the routines were written and tested in Visual Basic; however, this yielded unacceptable 

performance. The routines were re-coded using C, and the performance is faster than its 

Visual Basic counterpart. 

Figure 4-7 LEV Console and Display Window 
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4.4 Error Correction 

A simply lumped circuit model diagram for both cone plate levitator and planar r ing 

levitator is show in Figure 4-8. The voltage of the source signal at the output of the signal 

generator in levitation experiment VUv, is different from the effective voltage VLevUff) 

across the bulk solution. This error in voltage comes in three ways: channel attenuation, 

electrode polarization and dielectrics layer insulation. 

S i g n a l 
Generato VI ev 

Transmission 
Line 
&Summing 
Amp l i f i e r 

Zinsulation 

Zmedium 

Zelectrode • 

V l e v ( e f f ) 

L e v i t a t o r 
Chamber 

Figure 4-8 Simplified circuit model for levitation system 

4.4.1 Channel Attenuation 

It is expected that the actual signal applied on the levitator chamber is subject to 

errors due to the non-flat frequency response of the summing amplifier and the signal 

cable lines. Channel attenuation, the attenuation of the source in the signal transmission 

line was measured utilizing a system shown in Figure 4-9. SI and S2 refer to the 

immediate output of signal generators. Z l and Z2 are 50 Ohm terminators for impedance 

match. The levitator chamber was filled with 8% sorbitol to keep the condition same as 

that in the actual experiments. 
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umming 
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Oscilloscope 
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Figure 4-9 Block diagram for measuring signal channel attenuation 

The summing amplifier uses HA-2542 current operational amplifier and employs an 

inverting circuit shown in Figure 4-10. 

Vdd 
Vss 

Vs2 

> P O R T R I G H T - L 

Figure 4-10 Circuit diagram of the summing amplifier 

The frequency response of the summing amplifier is shown in Figure 4-11. And the 

characteristic of the transmission line (without the amplifier) is shown in Figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-11 Frequency response of summing amplifier 

Figure 4-12 Frequency response of transmission line 

An example of Canola protoplast DEP spectrum corrected with the transmission line 

frequency response is shown in Figure 4-13. 



Figure 4-13 A DEP spectrum with transmission line correction 
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4.4.2 Attenuation of The Bulk Potential Due to Electrode Polarization 

4.4.2.1 Double Layer and Electrode Polarization 

In an ionic solution in contact with an electrode at an applied A C voltage, the 

movements of ions are influenced by the electric field. Since ions close to the electrode 

cannot penetrate the electrode surface when the electric field exerts forces on them to 

move in the direction towards electrode, those ions will accumulate at the electrode 

surface in the form of a "charge cloud". Thus a double layer of molecule thickness is 

formed by charged electrode surface and the diffuse counter-ion cloud in the electrolyte. 

The double layer screens the applied voltage so that, if viewed from outside the double 

layer, the electrode imparts a diminished effective voltage to the bulk medium due to the 

screening effect. This phenomenon is called electrode polarization, and electrode 

polarization impedance refers to the impedance of the electrode electrolyte interface, i.e., 

double layer. 

The local chemical potential of the ions will rise due to the enhanced ionic density 

and the cloud will tend to break down as a consequence of diffusive force. The balance 

between these two opposing fluxes will determine the thickness of the charge cloud 

residing on the electrode surface. It is evident that the impeded ionic motion will depend 

upon the duration of time for which the field maintains its direction before being 

reversed. The longer the duration of the half cycle, the lower its frequency, the greater the 

number of ions accumulated. Thus the frequency dependent charge cloud thickness 

results to the frequency dependent screening effect, e.g. electrode impedance. 

Our experiments focus on the behavior of a plant protoplast in an electric field far 

from the electrode surface. This response depends on the magnitude, and the distribution 

of the electric field. And both of these quantities will be altered in an indeterminate 

manner by electrode polarization. To interpret the measured data correctly, the effect of 

electrode polarization needs to be taken into account. 
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4.4.2.2 Circuit Model of Electrode Polarization 

Randle's equivalent circuit model for electrode polarization, which was first proposed 

by J.E.B. Randle in 1947 [44], is now a widely accepted simplified circuit model for 

electrode impedance analysis [5,29,32]. It provides both a well approximated analytical 

equations and physical implication. Here shown in Figure 4-14 [34] is the Randle's 

general equivalent circuit for an electrochemical cell, in our case, the levitation chamber. 

Rs and Cs in parallel represent the bulk solution. Cdl stands for the capacitance of the 

double layer. Rcl represents the effect of the charge transfer. And Zw, a component 

called "Warburg" impedance, reflects the effect of diffusion. 

Rs 

Cs 

Vs 

Bulk 

Bet Zw 

-VW—L" 

Cdl 

Vdl 

Double Layer 3 
Figure 4-14 An equivalent circuit model for electrode polarization 

Although represented by a simple circuit, the electrode polarization impedance 

depends not only on the frequency, but also on the electrode material, electrolyte type, 

medium conductivity, medium concentration, pH, current density, and electrolyte surface 

conditions (e.g. roughness, porosity). The impedance value of the components derived 

from the circuit model could vary largely, depending on the conditions. Our interest is to 

find out the contribution of the electrode polarization to the overall impedance; 

determining the impedances of all the components is not necessary. 

Three-electrode system [32] and four-electrode system [3,4,30] have been developed 
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for measuring the medium impedance with negligible effect of electrode polarization. 

They both require an extra electrode to be placed between the two electrodes under 

measurement. However, the small dimensions of our levitation chambers make it difficult 

to perform such measurements. Medium impedance was therefore extracted from the 

overall impedance measured under the same conditions as the levitation experiments. 

4.4.2.3 Impedance Measurement 

Impedance can be measured using a variety of techniques. FRA (Frequency Response 

Analyzer) is the most common setup and was thus used for impedance measurements 

reported below. Hardware is composed of Solartron SI1255 Frequency Response 

Analyzer and Solartron SI1287 Electrochemical Interface (ECI) from Solartron 

Analytical. The 1255 F R A is used for measuring gain, phase and group delay with 

frequency sweep capability. 1287 ECI enables simultaneous voltage and current 

measurement using D V M (Digital Volt Meter) technology. With the combination of the 

1287 ECI / 1255 F R A it is possible to characterize electrochemical systems over a 

frequency range from lOmHz to 1MHz. Measurements were automatically implemented 

with software Zplot from Scribner associates Inc. 

Two types of impedance diagram were used: impedance Bode plot and Complex 

Plane plot. Bode plot plots the magnitude and the phase angle of the complex impedance 

vs. frequency. And Complex Plane plot (or. Nyquist plot) plots imaginary values vs. real 

values of the impedance. It is typically used to display the trace of the complex 

impedance with the change of frequency. 

A biological system usually can be modeled as a passive network composed of 

resistors and capacitors. Consider a cell as a "black box" with unknown RC network 

inside, the effective impedance looking from the outside is complex and located in the 

fourth quadrant of the complex plane. In other words, the phase angle 6 ranges from 0°, 

which indicates a pure resistive impedance, to -90°, which indicates a pure capacitive 

impedance. 
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Figure 4-15 Diagrams of two simple RC parallel circuits 
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Figure 4-16 Complex plane plot for two RC circuits 

Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 are the impedance complex plane plot and the Bode plot 

for two simple RC circuits shown in Figure 4-15. 
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Figure 4-17 Impedance Bode plot for two RC parallel circuits 

In the Bode plot for the RC parallel circuit A (Figure 4-15), the flat portion of the 

impedance magnitude curve at the lowest frequency represents the resistance R. While in 
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the complex plane plot (Figure 4-16), a semi-circle is formed and the diameter of the 

semi-circle is the value of R. 

With well-separated characteristic frequencies, two RC parallel circuit units in series 

as in circuit B form two well-separated semicircles along Z'-axis in the complex plane 

plot (see Figure 4-16). The HF semicircle is the same as that formed by circuit A. The LF 

(Low frequency) semicircle does not appear to be complete due to the limited frequency 

range of the impedance plot. It can be readily seen that the minimum phase frequency is 

where the two semicircles are best separated. The separation of the semi-circles makes it 

possible to assign different portions (semicircles) of the impedance curve to their 

corresponding circuit units. For the example of the circuit B, the HF semicircle is formed 

by R(H) and C(H) and the L F semicircle by R(L) and C(L). Nonetheless, the two 

semicircles will overlap each other if the characteristic frequencies of the two RC circuits 

are not far separated, and the extraction of circuit parameters from certain part of the 

impedance diagram can therefore be very difficult. 

4.4.2.4 Impedance Diagrams for Cone-plate Levitator 

The impedance of the cone plate levitator chamber filled with 8% sorbitol solutions 

was measurement. Solutions of two different conductivities were used. Figure 4-18 is the 

Bode plot of the chamber impedance and Figure 4-19 is the complex plane plot. HF semi

circles on the complex plane plot are formed by Rs, Cs alone and the rest portion of the 

curves result from the double layer. 

The double layer behaviors like a capacitor. Because the distance between two layers 

is of the order of molecule dimension, the capacitance Cdl is usually very large, and thus 

the double layer impedance is negligible and has almost no contribution to the overall 

chamber impedance at HF (high frequency). In other words, the HF impedance is 

considered as the bulk media impedance, and thus the potential across the bulk 

suspension Vs is approximated to V , voltage applied on the levitator chamber. 
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Figure 4-18 Impedance Bode plot for the cone plate levitator 

This is similar to the situation in circuit B in Figure 4-15. Where elements R(H) and 

C(H) represent the medium, and R(L) C(L) in parallel are the analogs of the double 
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Figure 4-19 Complex plane plot for the cone plate levitator 

At about lOKHz, the impedance phase is minimum, close to zero (see phase diagram 

in Figure 4-18). Define this frequency with the minimum phase in phase diagram as co0. 

Define the overall chamber impedance magnitude as Z{co), the double layer impedance 

as Zdl (co), and the value of the flat portion of the impedance magnitude curve as Zso, 

equivalently, bulk suspension resistance Rs, which varies with the medium conductivity. 

Then 

Z(a)) = Zdl (co) + ZSQ for co < coQ (4-21) 

Z(co) - Z (co) for co > co0 (4-22) s 

Define Kv as the ratio of the voltage cross the bulk suspension Vs(co) over the 

externally applied overall voltage on the chamber V . 
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Kr(o)) = 

Thus 

Vs{co) _ Zs(co) 
V ~ Z{co) 

(4-23) 

Kv(co) 

K,. =1 
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Figure 4-20 Effective voltage ratio of the cone plate levitator 

Figure 4-20 shows the effective voltage ratio Kr of the cone plate levitator chamber. 

An example of a DEP spectrum corrected for electrode polarization is shown in Figure 

4-21. 



Figure 4-21 Electrode polarization correction of a DEP spectrum (cone plate 

levitator) 

4.4.3 Attenuation Due to the Dielectrics Layer Impedance 

4.4.3.1 Structure of the Planar Ring Levitator 

In the conventional cone plate electrode levitator, the metallic conductor electrodes 

are exposed to medium directly. While for the planar ring levitator, ring metal electrodes 

are covered by an insulating dielectric layer - Silicon dioxide for protection against both 

electrical and mechanical damage. In addition, the spaces between ring electrodes are as 

well filled with silicon dioxide for insulation. However, Si02 acts as a poor barrier when 

hydrated due to its open structure. ". . . Si02 in water almost behaves like a sponge for 

ions." [38] Another layer of Si3N4 passivation, which is an excellent ionic barrier 

material, was deposited on top of the Si02 layer with Can-MEMS technology for better 

insulation in aqueous medium. 

A cross section view of the planar ring levitator layer structure is shown in Figure 
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4-22. The dimensions of these layers are contained in the file Mitell5.xst (See Appendix 

A Mitel 1.5um CMOS process cross-section definition file). 

Ring Electrodes 

Double 
Layer 

Figure 4-22 Layer structure of the planar ring levitator 

In the case of planar ring electrode levitator, electrode polarization occurs at not only 

the metal-electrolyte interface (between ground plate electrode and the medium), but also 

the insulator-electrolyte interface (between top passivation layer and the medium) of a 

metal-insulator-electrolyte structure [7]. 

These insulating layers introduce extra impedance into the levitator system and the 

voltage across the medium is thus further reduced. 

4.4.3.2 Planar Ring Levitator Model 

The circuit model for the whole ring structure of the planar ring levitator is shown in 

Figure 4-23. Gr(k) and Cr(k) refer to the conductance and the capacitance between 
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adjacent ring electrodes. Gg(k) and CgW refer to the lumped conductance and 

capacitance between k'h ring electrode and ground plate. 

In the ring electrode system we used, Gr{k) is composed of the conductance of silicon 

dioxide between ring electrodes, which is negligible due to the high resistance of the 

material (see Appendix B Calculation of capacitance between adjacent ring 

electrodes), and the conductance of on-chip resistor, which was designed for internal 

biasing and the resistance is 50 Ohm (see 3.3 Implementation of Planar Ring Structure) 

regardless the ring electrode location. Apparently, the potentials on the ring electrodes are 

not determined solely by internal biasing resistors, but are also influenced by parasite 

parameters C r ( t ) , Gg(k) and C ( t ) . 

Gr(k-1) 

Gg(k-1) I Cg(k-1 

Gr(k) 

I — v w 1 WV 1 

Cr(k-1) 

1 1! 1 

Cr(k) 

1 II 1 

Gg(k) I Cg(k) 

Gr(n) 

Cr(n) 

Gg(n) Cg(n) 

Figure 4-23 Planar Ring Levitator Circuit Model 

To determine the effective biasing voltages on ring electrodes, Cr(k), Gg(k) and C {k) 

are to be determined. 

Cr(k) is the parasite capacitance between adjacent electrodes. Through calculation 

(see ), Cr(k) is also considered negligible at our concerning levitation frequencies (up to 

50MHz). Since the impedance between ring electrode and the ground plate electrode is 

much greater than the biasing resistance between ring electrodes, they can be as well 

ignored and thus the biasing system of the levitator structure can be further simplified and 

reduced to the idea resistor ladder structure composed solely of on-chip polysilicon 
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resistors. 

4.4.3.2 Determination of the Voltage Across the Bulk Solution 

From above analysis, the biasing voltages on ring electrodes can be simply 

determined by the on-chip resistor ladder. To further determine the effective potential 

across the bulk solution, the system between the ring electrode and the ground plate, 

which exists for each ring electrode, is modeled as an equivalent circuit shown in Figure 

4-24. 

Zdl 

i h 

V lev Gox 

Gpas 

Gs 

4 > V 2 

r= Cox 

Cpas 

- C Z > v s 

^ Cs 

Figure 4-24 Equivalent circuit of the planar levitator layer structure 

Since electrode polarization occurs at low frequency range, the impedances of double 

layers are lumped into Zdl in the equivalent circuit for simplification. 

Define Zox ,ZPass,Zs as the impedance of silicon dioxide layer, passivation layer, and 

the bulk medium. Define dx,d2,d-i as the thickness, andcr,,cr2,<r3 as the conductivity of 

respective layers (Figure 4-22). 

From cross-section definition file (see Appendix A Mitel 1.5p.m CMOS process 

cross-section definition file): 
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dx=d2 = \0.5fum, d3 ~ AOOpjn 

As to conductivities, they greatly depend on the microfabrication process [33]. 

Resistivity for Si02: 1014 ~ 1016(ftcm), i.e. cr, = 10"10 ~ 10~8//S I cm 

Resistivity for Si3N4: 106 ~ 10l6(Qcm), i.e. <r2 = 10"14 ~ 10^S/m = 10"10 ~ \juS/cm 

<73 = 10~3 ~ \0~2S/m - 10 ~ lOOjuS/cm (For common experiment condition) 

Si02 layer, passivation layer and bulk solution are considered first. A l l the 

calculation of resistance and capacitance are approximated by following: 

Impedance of silicon oxide layer, passivation layer and the bulk medium may be 

expressed as: 

G+jcoC A A Aa + jcoe J a—i- icoe— J 

d d 

where A is the area of the ring electrode surface parallel to the ground electrode. 

Apparently, the impedance varies with the ring electrodes due to the area difference. 

Thus the ratio of the effective levitation voltage to the applied voltage 
d? 

Ky = 
Veff Z s <JS + jCO£s  

VLCV ZOX + ZPass + %s dox + dPAS ds 

aox+ jcoeox aPAS + jcoePAS as + jcoes 

(4-27) 

Notice that A has been canceled in the expression of Kv (equation 4-27), in other 

words, Kv is constant for all the ring electrodes, and varies only with frequencies, 

while 

d< 
1 

*vc-> = J — 7 J - h — = = 0-55 (4-28) 
AOX/ +

 UPAS/ +( 

£OX / £PAS / £S 

dox/ +dpAs/ + ds/ 0.54 + 0.28 + 1 

while co —» 0, consider ^ o x / » s. 
£ox / £s 

file:///0.5fum
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-Ky(O) - i 
ox. + dpAs lox. + dpAS 

• = 40-
1/ + 

'ox PAS 'OX / ^PAS / " S / ^ O X / " i M S 

(4-29) 

which depends solely on the conductivities of the dielectrics layers and medium. 

Figure 4-25 is an example of the effective levitation voltage ratio cross bulk solution 

resulted from the presence of insulating dielectrics layers. 

1,000 10,000 100,000 
Freqency (Hz) 

1,000,000 10,000,000 100,000,000 

Figure 4-25 Effective levitation voltage ratio cross bulk solution 

Since a o x and <rPAS are unknown, the impedance of the medium was extracted from 

the measured impedance over frequencies. 

Figure 4-26 is the impedance Bode plot for a planar ring levitator and Figure 4-27 the 

impedance complex plane plot. Observing from the parameters of different layers shown 

above, the capacitance of the insulators is large due to the small thickness of the 

insulating layers. And the impedance of the insulators is larger as well due to much 

higher resistivity. It can therefore be concluded that the attenuation effect resulting from 
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insulators generally occurs at low frequencies. Hence we can still assign the high 

frequency semicircle of the curve to bulk solution and extract the medium impedance in a 

same way as that for cone plate levitator. The center and the low frequency portion of 

curve in complex plane plot are considered the result of insulators and double layers. 

To extract the bulk suspension impedance from the overall impedance curve, the 

portion of the curve at high frequencies was fitted by a semicircle. The fitting values of 

Rs and Cs are 65K Ohm and 30 pF. With the acquired parameters, medium impedance Zs 

is plotted and compared to the overall chamber impedance Z in Figure 4-26. Kv is thus 

determined (see Figure 4-28). 
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Figure 4-26 Impedance fitting in impedance Bode plot for the planar levitator 

An example of a corrected DEP spectrum for planar levitator is shown in Figure 4-29. 
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Figure 4-27 Impedance fitting in complex plane plot for the planar levitator 
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Figure 4-28 Effective voltage ratio of the planar levitator 
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Figure 4-29 Electrode polarization correction of a DEP spectrum (pi 
levitator) 
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CHAPTER FIVE RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 Results 

The planar ring levitator was successfully realized and used to levitate the Canola 

protoplast. With the new planar ring levitator, a DEP spectrum of living Canola 

protoplast was acquired and compared with the one obtained by the conventional bulk 

cone-plate levitator. Characteristic profiles were also obtained for comparison of the two 

levitators. 

5.1.1 Comparison of DEP levitator Profiles 

From the analysis in chapter 4, a DEP force is proportional to a geometry factor f(z) 

that depends only on the structure of the levitator and the z position. f(z) is thus used to 

evaluate the equivalence of cone plate levitator and planar ring levitator. From (4-6), with 

a constant levitation voltage 

In other words, the DEP force normalized by the particle volume can be used to 

qualitatively determine f{z) of the levitators. Numerical simulation calculates the DEP 

force exerted on a particle at different axial positions and the normalized force profile of 

both levitators were plotted and compared (see Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12). 

On the other hand, FDEP is constantly equal to the gravity force on the levitated 

particle in levitation experiments, f{z) is therefore determined in terms of levitation 

voltage at different axial positions. From (4-7), the relationship between the levitation 

voltage and f(z) at frequency / is: 

f(z) DEP (5-1) c-c 

Hz) = 
G 1 

(5-2) 

Where G is a factor that depends on cell mass density, and£ m is the medium permittivity. 
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Thus f(z) can be qualitatively determined by the required levitation voltages of that 

levitate a cell at different positions on the central axis of the levitator. 

For comparison of the profiles of different cell densities and Re[K.(f )], V 2 v. 
/ V LEV 

z for both levitators are normalized by y 2 at Z = 300/Llm (Figure 5-1). The 

characteristic profiles of the two levitators from levitation experiment have a similar 

shape, which was expected by the result of the numerical simulation. They also agree 

well with the result from numerical simulation. In order to levitate a cell with the least 

voltage, the frequency / was chosen to be 1MHz where Ref.K',] exhibits flat band 

behavior and held a proximate value of 1. 

4 1  

0 -I , , , , , , , , , 1 

400 380 360 340 320 300 280 260 240 220 200 

Z(um) 

Figure 5-1 Comparison of normalized DEP levitator profiles from simulation and 

experiments (fp - \MHz) 

5.1.2 Comparison of DEP spectra 

One of the objectives was to verify the performance and utility of a microchip based 
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planar levitator in probing the frequency dependent electrical polarization spectrum of 

individual biological cells. 

For this purpose, the DEP spectra of Canola protoplasts were obtained respectively by 

conventional cone plate levitator and planar ring electrode levitator. For comparison of 

DEP spectra between the theoretical predictions from the shelled model and the actual 

results of experimental measurements with Canola protoplast, an example of a DEP 

spectrum of the single shell model, which has similar parameters as an actual protoplast 

(see 2.2.2 Single Shell Model), over the range of actual levitation experiment is shown in 

Figure 5-2. A spectrum of Canola protoplast using cone plate levitator is shown in Figure 

5-3, while one using planar ring levitator is show in Figure 5-4. 

-0.6 J  

Frequency(Hz) 

Figure 5-2 A DEP spectrum of the single shelled cell model 
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1.5 

Figure 5-3 A DEP spectrum of Canola protoplast using the cone plate levitator 

Frequency(Hz) 

Figure 5-4 A DEP spectrum of Canola protoplast using the planar levitator 

At high frequencies (>lKHz), the agreement between the model calculations and the 

experiments are reasonable, but departures are manifested at low frequencies. 
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With a conventional cone-plate levitator, the departure of the spectrum is serious and 

this low frequency region is commonly referred to as a region of Anomalous 

Dielectrophoresis. Burt et al. also observed an apparent low frequency positive DEP 

region while carrying out DEP measurements on Friend murine erythroleukamic cells [8]. 

Much of the theoretical work has been directed toward developing mechanisms that 

attempt to explain these anomalies based upon the surface charge on the biological cells. 

The work by Paul et al. [37] indicates that the frequency dependent breakdown of the 

spherical symmetry of the cell double layer under the influence of the applied field results 

in a dipole which is manifested in the low frequency domain of the DEP spectrum. Barrie 

[6] have examined the dynamic processes that occur as a result of the coupling between 

dielectrophoresis and electrophoresis that manifests itself in the form of micromotion in 

both dielectrophoresis and electrorotation experiments. 

5.2 Conclusion and Discussion 

The theoretical modeling and experimental data obtained with the planar concentric 

ring levitator indicate that the integrated electrode system retains the functionality of the 

conventional bulk 3-dimensional electrode system. The largely different geometry does 

not in any way preclude the usefulness of the device as a levitator, indicating that the 

electric field is adequately synthesized by the ring electrode array. 

The DEP spectra from actual levitation experiments with Canola protoplast in 8% 

sorbitol aqueous solution have good agreement with the spectrum predicted by shelled 

cell model (Figure 5-2) for most frequencies. The experimental spectra using cone-plate 

levitator (Figure 5-3) appear to have departure from the model at LF region where purely 

negative R e f ^ J is predicted by the model. The departure in the spectrum by cone plate 

levitator was called "anomalous DEP" and interpreted as the result of surface charge on 

biological cell. However the LF anomaly DEP is not shown on the spectrum acquired 

with the planar ring levitator (Figure 5-4). Spectrum correction for levitators due to 

electrode polarization and insulator attenuation at low frequency has been performed 

using lumped circuit models. The LF difference between the spectra using different 
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levitators may result from a same methodology on electrode impedance analysis of 

electrode system with largely different structures. 

5.3 Future Work 

The procedure for verifying the equivalence of these two structures is quite 

straightforward. Much of the efforts however had been devoted to making a working 

planar levitator. The problems encountered were mostly mechanical problems. 

First of all, the planar electrode array was manufactured in the form of IC silicon 

chip, which requires electrical connection between on-chip pads and external structure for 

excitation. The connection was made by aluminum bonding wires pressed on to metal 

pads using ultrasonic wave. Since the bonding wires have to be encapsulated into 

levitator chamber, the field around the wires is strong enough to collect large number of 

cells from surrounding medium. For protection against cell attachment, chemical erosion, 

mechanical damage during experiments, bonding wires were coated by adhesive to keep 

wires insulated. Epoxy was first chosen over other adhesives. The viscosity is appropriate 

that it neither flowed all over the tiny glass surface of the chip, nor ripped the bonding 

wire off the pads. After curing, it is extremely solid to protect the wires against direct 

mechanical force. However, the wires broke after a period of time due to various reasons. 

Some are resulted from "rotted" epoxy; some may due to the repeated shrinkage or 

expansion of the epoxy caused by heating/cooling effects from electrical field during 

experiments. 

Another problem is installation. The whole chamber needs to be mounted onto 

microscope stage, which requires small dimension. This increase the difficulty for 

manual assembly to keep the two electrodes parallel to each other, which is an important 

issue regarding the electric field invoked. A chamber that can be designed and fabricated 

in one piece using M E M S technology may be free from manual assembly. It thus can 

provide a much better accuracy and a way for future improvement. 

For levitation experiments using planar ring levitator, the low frequency "anomaly" 

has not been explained. This "anomaly" may be caused by inappropriate interpretation of 
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levitator chamber impedance and/or a different electrode polarization scheme occurred on 

the electrode-medium surface due to the introduction of insulating layers. A model that 

can properly simulate the effect of the planar levitator chamber is demanded. Thus the 

spectrum data for the two structures could be compared thoroughly. 
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Appendix A Mitel 1.5|im CMOS process cross-section definition file 
# Canadian Microelectronics Corporation 
# M i t e l l 5 Design K i t VI.0 for Tanner 
# September 11, 1995 
# 
# F i l e : MITEL15.XST 
# For: Cross-section process d e f i n i t i o n f i l e 
# Vendor: MITEL Semiconductor and CMC 
# Technology: 1.5U, P-Well 
# Technology Setup F i l e : MITELpl5.tdb or MITELLIB.tdb 
# Author: Adrian Earle February 2, 1995 
# 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
# L-Edit 
#Step Layer Name Depth 
# 

Label Comment 

gd - 8 n- # 1 . Substrate 
i d P-WELL 6 - # 2 . P-Well 
gd - 4 - # 3 . F i e l d Oxide 
e Active 4 - # 4 . 
i d p d i f f 3 P+ # 5 . P+ Implant 
i d n d i f f 3 n+ # 6 . n+ Implant 
gd - 1 - # 7 . Active 
gd P o l y s i l i c o n 4 - # 8 . P o l y s i l i c o n 1 
e "Not Poly" 5 - # 9 . Poly etch 
gd - 3 - # 10. Po l y l to Poly2 Oxide 
e gate 3 - # 11. Planarization 
e "poly contact" 3 - # 12 . 
gd " P o l y s i l i c o n Cap" 3 - # 13 . P o l y s i l i c o n 2 
e "Not Poly Cap" 3 - # 14. 
gd - 4 - # 15 . Ml to Poly oxide 
e contacts 4 - # 16. 
gd "Metal I" 10 - # 17 . Metal 1 
e "Not metall" 10 - # 18 . 
e notMlCON 4 - # 19 . Planarization 
gd - 5 - # 20. M2 to Ml oxide 
e vias 5 - # 21. 
gd metal2 6 - # 22 . Metal 2 
e "Not metal2" 6 - # 23 . 
gd - 7 - # 24 . Top l e v e l of oxide 
e Passivation 7 - # 25. Passivation 

Each process statement has the following format: 

Step layer depth label [angle [offset]] [comment] 

Step refers the type of the process step, one of the following: 

'gd' - grow/deposit 
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'e' - etch 

' id ' - implant/diffuse 

Depth is a value indicating the depth measured in technology units. For gd steps, 

depth is the number of units to grow upward; for e and id steps, the number of units 

downward to apply the step. 
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Appendix B Calculation of capacitance between adjacent ring electrodes 

Figure B-5 Cross-section view of a coaxial cable 

Consider the structure of the ring electrode array, the two adjacent ring electrodes can 

be treated as two coaxial pipes, or a short coaxial cable (see Figure B-5). Assuming that 

the discontinuity at two ends of this coaxial cable does not have appreciable effect on the 

capacitance, the capacitance of the two concentric ring electrodes can be determined in a 

manner same as the same that of coaxial cable [20], 

_ 2neL 
~ \n{bla) 

where L is the length of the cable in meter, a and b represent the inner radius and the 

outer radius of the coaxial capacitor surfaces. C is in the unit of Farad. 

We define rk(IN) and rk(0UT) the radius of the inner and outer surfaces of the kth ring 

electrode respectively. We have, 

rk(iN) =8fc + 6/zm 
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rk(ouT) =%k + \0jum 

The capacitor between the klh and the (k-\)th rings Cr(k) is composed of the outer 

surface of the kth ring and the inner surface of (k -\) lh rings, 

c 2me _ 2me fc = 1,2,--,156 

In r * ( W ) l n ^ ^ 
W / n 4 * + 1 

where f is the thickness of the electrode layer, i.e. the length of the ring electrode 

'cable'. For Mitel 1.5 technology, t = 9/Jmand the dielectrics between rings is silicon 

dioxide, i.e. e = 3.9eQ. 

Thus C r ( t ) = — J T T T P F 
2x l0" 3 

4& + 3 
In 

4fc + l 

The capacitance varies greatly from center to edge of the electrode plane. For 

example, 

for the first ring, C r ( 1 ) = 5.94x 10"3 pF 

for the outmost ring, C r ( 1 5 6 ) = 0.626pF 

If the openings at the top and the bottom are considered, the actual capacitance would be 

larger. 




